
Instructions For Use
Because we likely run from different brokers, the values you get will vary slightly from mine and 
Dennis’ Excel. I run this on a(n) FxChoice demo account. Actually, I run this whole setup in a virtual 
machine, but that’s a different story. You will get the same general currency line shapes.

I find that I am only a little off from Dennis’ numbers. I believe this indicator’s numbers will be more 
exacting than Dennis’ because he manually pulls his values. This indicator gets them exactly when the 
bar closes whereas Dennis may pull his a little before (or after), and although the market is generally 
quiescent then, you can get 0.10% variation or more.

I often put vertical bars to designate days as a convenience. Even though Dennis uses the H4 to calculate
values, he pulls the values only each day. Thus, this indicator shows intra-day values, which can be used 
to view tendencies graphically, which is rather the point of the indicator.

It is my hope by sharing with you this indicator that you will share some interesting ideas and/or 
strategies on the forum thread related to Dennis’ Strong Weak analysis.

FAQ
Q: Is there an MT4 version?
A: No. I do not write MT4 code.

Q: What does Un-Normalize JPY do?
A: It un-flattens the JPY line. See Gord0n’s post.

Q: What does InpHideZerothValue do?
A: You will get the tick changes with InpHideZerothValue set to false. OnCalculate() runs every tick 
regardless, but this will show you the changes on the chart for each tick. Personally, I never run it this 
way. Not even when using the Tester.

Q: How do I get the color bar on the right side?
A: This version doesn’t come with the color key. I paste that into my images.You can hover over a line 
to see it’s currency & value. Also, use the data view (CTRL+D).

Q: Can I run this on the MT5 strategy tester?
A: Yes. Use iCustom() to integrate into your own EA. There are 8 buffers. Use the Data Window to see 
which they are.

https://forums.babypips.com/t/trading-the-trend-with-strong-weak-analysis/77959/2689?u=tigranes

